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Abstract—This paper proposes a two-stage auction-based local
market mechanism to allocate physical storage rights (PSRs). As
a market product, PSRs are provided by a storage owner and en-
able the local market participants (including renewable producers,
consumers and prosumers) to access the storage. That is, they can
book storage in the form of PSRs and dispatch it at a given time
aiming to maximize their utility function. The business options we
examine to evaluate the position of storage in the market range
from storage owner entirely participating in day-ahead (DA) and
real-time (RT) markets as an inter-temporal arbitrager, to exclu-
sively acting as a PSR provider in DA only – this way, the storage
owner is fully paid upfront in DA. Considering the context above,
we propose an equilibrium model where each player optimizes its
operational objective. We prove that the equilibrium model can
be substituted with an equivalent optimization formulation which
clears the proposed market ensuring the same desirable market
properties, such as efficiency and revenue adequacy. Results suggest
that the certain revenues earned by the storage owner in DA when
acting as a PSR provider is equal to its expected profit as a regular
market participant, mitigating however its payoff uncertainty and
resulting in the same economic return.

Index Terms—Energy storage, local market design, physical
storage rights, equilibrium, optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY storage (ES) can improve power system eco-
nomics and reliability by providing various market remu-

nerated and regulated services. The market remunerated services
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include among others ancillary services (balancing and contin-
gency), energy services (ES can participate in energy markets
by arbitraging electricity prices), and capacity services (ES can
provide capacity similar to traditional generators, reducing the
need for new generation investment) [1], [2]. Regulated services
refer to grid infrastructure investment deferral. ES can support
transmission and distribution systems by mitigating congestion
and improving power quality [1].

Depending on storage ownership, it can be either a merchant
or a system asset. As a system asset, it provides services to
support the whole system, e.g., peak shaving, voltage profile
improvement, ancillary service provision, increasing the relia-
bility of the system to meet critical loads [3], etc. To this end,
the work in [4] proposes an ES sizing approach considering
wind uncertainty to minimize the total power system cost and
improve voltage profiles. In [5], installation of ES is used as a
possible voltage quality remedy in weak distribution networks
with increased wind penetration. The proposed ES control aims
at the system’s short-term voltage quality improvement.

On the contrary, a merchant storage belongs to a market
participant who seeks to maximize its profit (or minimize its
cost) by directly arbitraging energy over time periods. In [6], a
merchant ES acts as a price-maker to maximize its expected
profit by determining the most beneficial trading actions in
day-ahead and balancing pool-based markets under real-time
net load uncertainty. Dictorato et al. [7] propose the planning
and operation of a combined wind-storage system which uses
ES to compensate for wind variability and maximize wind farm’s
expected profit. The operation of an ES providing ancillary
services to the system, such as frequency regulation service,
spinning and non-spinning reserves, etc., is examined in [8].
The proposed robust and stochastic optimization approaches
take into account multiple uncertainties aiming at the estimation
of the ES potential profit. Existing literature also addresses the
action of merchant-oriented storage facilities in a strategic way.
To this end, [9] proposes a model where the ES facility seeks
to maximize its profit through strategic planning, i.e., storage
sizing, strategic offering and bidding decisions. Similarly, a
strategic bidding behaviour implemented in [10] seeks to maxi-
mize the expected profit of a virtual plant, which among others
includes an ES facility, using robust optimization to deal with
renewable production and market price uncertainties.

The commercial availability of small battery capacities up
to 100 kWh (e.g., Tesla Powerpack) intended for small-scale
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usage unfolds a new potential on sharing ES capacity in local
markets with prosumer communities. Storage could be used
for load shifting, backup power, demand response, renewable
power integration, etc. The focus of this paper is on storage
assets offered for merchant-related purposes to the market
participants, located in local energy communities [11]. How-
ever, apart from the direct way of profiting for the storage
owners (e.g., by arbitraging energy prices in energy markets),
we also investigate the possibility of storage owners profiting
indirectly from the provision of an additional market prod-
uct, whose value depends on price variations. The motivation
of this work is to explore business models for small-scale
merchant storage systems through interaction with other local
market participants (e.g., renewables producers, prosumers and
consumers).

We specifically investigate a market product, the so-called
physical storage right (PSR), which enables local market par-
ticipants to access the storage, but in a systematic market-based
manner. Using the PSRs, market participants can book storage
and dispatch it at a given time aiming at maximizing their own
profit (or minimizing their cost). The potential PSR holders do
not necessarily have to bid for the entire ES asset; they can place
bids for partially booking ES to the extent their needs are met.
Note that these players need to bid separately to earn access to
charging, discharging and reservoir devices of an ES. Therefore,
PSRs include charging, discharging and capacity rights. At
the same time, storage owners obtain an additional option for
commercializing their ES assets apart from participating in the
market as regular arbitrageurs.

Financial storage rights (FSRs), i.e., another type of rights
that are mainly encountered at wholesale level, allow the market
operator to access the storage asset and dispatch it, aiming at
minimizing the system cost. The merchandising surplus in this
case (e.g., the storage congestion rent) is then distributed among
the financial right holders [12], [13]. Both FSRs and PSRs are
market products that can lead to business models. However,
FSRs treat ES as a system asset managed by the market operator.
On the other hand, market participants can obtain entire control
of their booked ES through the acquisition of PSRs.

A preliminary work introducing the concept of allocating
storage rights is carried out in [14] where the proposed business
model aggregates multiple revenue streams of ES by coordinat-
ing a series of auctions. In these auctions, the right to utilize
the ES is determined upon different time horizons. The first
systematic study to implement PSRs is performed in [15] where
a framework for shared ES resources through a periodically
organized auction is proposed. In addition, [16] introduces the
use of storage-capacity rights to surmount the regulatory and
cost-recovery issues that ES faces. These issues are mainly
associated with the multiple services storage can provide and
with some regulatory authorities suggesting that storage devel-
opers must choose between classifying their assets as providing
competitively priced or unpriced services [16]. The proposed
solution disengages storage cost recovery from the regulatory
treatment of its end-use, demonstrating how to price storage
capacity rights efficiently.

The studies mentioned above refer to deterministic setups
without taking uncertainty into account, which is endemic in
local energy communities. Specifically, by uncertainty we refer
to renewables and electricity price unpredictability. However,
uncertainty especially in such small-scale local market is a
key point, and it is of high interest from an ES perspective
to explore its potential business models in a two-stage setup
which links day-ahead (DA) scheduling with real-time (RT)
operation. The available business options for storage range from
entirely participating in DA and RT markets as an inter-temporal
arbitrager, to exclusively acting as a PSR provider in DA only –
this way, the storage owner is fully paid upfront in DA, and its
payoff in RT is zero. In this paper, we investigate the impact of
these market participation choices on storage owner’s profit (in
expectation and its standard deviation), while at the same time
we also explore the social impacts deriving from each choice,
e.g., effect on local system cost, and the payoff of other market
participants.

Considering the context above, the main contributions of this
paper are as follows. We propose a two-stage auction-based
market-clearing setup to design an efficient platform for trading
PSRs in a local energy market under uncertainty. The resulting
model is a Nash equilibrium problem (NEP), i.e., a set of
interconnected optimization problems in which each market
participant maximizes its expected profit. We then prove that
it is possible to exactly reformulate this equilibrium model with
a more computationally tractable optimization problem ensuring
the same desirable economic properties in the market. That is (i)
market efficiency, which means that the system is dispatched at
the minimum social cost and no one is motivated to unilaterally
deviate from the market-clearing outcomes, and (ii) revenue
adequacy, which implies that the market operator never incurs
a budget deficit. All the necessary proofs are provided in the
online Appendix [17] and in Appendix B.

Numerical results suggest that for a storage owner, its certain
DA profit as a PSR provider is equal to its expected profit as an
arbitrageur in DA and RT markets, reducing its profit uncertainty
and offering a possibility to hedge against RT price volatility.
While the total system cost decreases with the introduction of
storage in either form, when ES operates as a PSR provider, the
majority of market participants gets involved more actively in
RT market. We numerically verify the aforementioned remarks
by performing an ex-post out-of-sample simulation. Moreover,
we take the grid constraint (i.e., the one connecting the local
structure to the distribution system) into account evaluating
how a possible line congestion could cause additional system
cost.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
provides preliminaries on the general structure of the market in-
cluding the local setup and the market participants, and then lists
our assumptions. Section III presents the mathematical formula-
tion for the proposed equilibrium and optimization market mod-
els and explains why they are equivalent. Section IV provides
a comprehensive case study based on two different business
options for storage utilization. Section V concludes the paper.
Appendix A presents the nomenclature. The revenue adequacy
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of the proposed local market is proven in Appendix B, while
Appendix C provides technical information required throughout
the paper.

II. GENERAL STRUCTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. Market Participants and Preliminaries

The following market participants are considered in construct-
ing the equilibrium and the optimization models: individuals
arbitraging DA and RT market prices; wind producers focus-
ing on portfolio management; consumers; prosumers (i.e., a
customer that can consume but also produce energy); the grid
operator; and the storage owner.1 The arbitrageur (either as a
storage owner or as a PSR holder) seeks to benefit from hourly
price differences in the DA and RT market. The wind producer
can either inject its produced energy back to the grid and/or use
the ES resources to increase the market value of its renewable
generation. The consumer, whose daily load must be served,
could use the ES for peak shaving and/or load shifting. It could,
for example, defer some of its peak period consumption by
charging the ES during periods when electricity is cheap, and
by discharging it during peak periods when electricity price is
high. The prosumer functions in a similar way with the consumer
being able though to produce a small amount of energy which
usually comes from photovoltaic (PV). The grid owner, for
instance the distribution system operator, has no access to the
shared storage resources but it can benefit when the network
is congested by performing spatial arbitrage between the local
market and the distribution network.

To operate the local market, we propose a non-profit entity
such as a local community manager [18] which would be re-
sponsible for clearing the market. That is, it would decide for the
optimal dispatch of the production and consumption resources,
the energy storage charge/discharge scheduling profiles, as well
as the DA allocation of the PSRs. In addition, the interaction with
the grid owner (either this is the distribution system operator or
some other entity) assumes the communication to the commu-
nity manager of information such as the capacity of lines. On
the contrary, the interaction of the community manager with the
wholesale market operator is only price-wise, as we assume that
the distribution-level price reflects the wholesale market price.

Note that we do not propose a new market for the PSRs, on top
of the energy market. On the contrary, we suggest the integration
of a new market product (i.e., the PSRs) to the existing market
operation. Thus, the duties of the community manager would be
in line with the duties of the existing market operators.2

We propose a local market design not due to a fundamen-
tal limitation emerging from wholesale level but because we

1In this paper we assume that, depending on the business case, storage is
either owned or offered exclusively by a single entity. However, it is possible
to modify the proposed market mechanism so as storage is owned by multiple
market participants. This way, in addition to directly using storage for their own
interest, the market participants who own storage would further seek to indirectly
maximize their profit (or minimize their cost) by providing their unused storage
capacity in the form of PSRs as an additional market product.

2The proposed local market is revenue adequate, as proven in Appendix B.
Therefore, the market operator (the local community manager in our case) never
incurs a financial deficit.

envision that such local markets could soon emerge [11]. The
consideration of storage in local communities offers access to ES
resources to smaller individuals (a household, a small business,
etc.) broadening their energy options.

B. The Local Market Setup

The market participants described in Section II-A are either
profit maximizers (arbitrageurs, wind producers and storage
owner) or cost minimizers (consumers and prosumers). They
formulate a NEP, where each player aims to optimize the value
of its objective function taking the decisions of all rivals into
account. The hourly market clearing process results, for both
models, in a single uniform PSR price per storage offered. One
should also note that this is characterized as a non-cooperative
game, as they are driven by the competition between individual
players. We describe below the equilibrium and optimization
models of the local market model setup.3

1) Equilibrium Model: In this two-stage stochastic NEP, the
decision process of each player is represented through its par-
ticular optimization problem which is subject to its individ-
ual constraints. That is, each participant optimizes its payoff,
which is a function of energy and PSR prices. These prices are
parameters in their problems, while they are variables for the
whole equilibrium problem. The equilibrium model embodies
all optimization problems, one per participant, as well as sharing
constraints which impose balance equalities for energy and
rights.

2) Optimization Model: This is a two-stage stochastic model,
where the market operator solves a two-stage stochastic problem
minimizing the total expected system cost, while scheduling
the PSRs provision, the storage power profile, and the genera-
tion/demand in both DA and RT. The constraints of the market
participants in this model are identical to those of Equilibrium
model.

C. Assumptions

We now review some general assumptions about the market
participants’ behaviour, information and costs. All participants
act competitively, and they are assumed to be price takers with a
common underlying probability distribution of the uncertainty.
We also make the simplifying assumption that in the RT market,
the real-time conditions for the entire day, such as hourly wind,
prosumer’s PV production, and RT prices, are represented by
a set of possible scenarios (ω ∈ Ω) with their corresponding
probability πω . While the set of scenarios and their probabilities
are known in DA, which one actually occurs in RT is not. This is a
common approach in literature to provide a sufficient representa-
tion of uncertainty in two-stage optimization programming [19].
In terms of modeling, this implies that all sources of uncertainty

3We prove later that the proposed equilibrium and the optimization models
are equivalent, and thus they hold the same market properties. However, they are
not equivalent from an information sharing point of view. Indeed, optimization
problems with centrally defined objectives require from agents to reveal some
of their information to the market operator (e.g., production/demand curves, DA
forecasts/RT scenarios, nominal values of storage, capacity of distribution lines,
etc.).
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have been aggregated into one. Moreover, although technically
simultaneous charge and discharge actions are allowed within
our models, due to the different (dis)charge efficiencies con-
sidered and the optimization functions, we prompt (dis)charge
variables not taking non-zero values at the same time step.
The use of auxiliary binary variables contributes to a more
accurate modeling of the ES dis(charge) process but does not
maintain convexity which is necessary in our study to derive
optimality conditions. This approach is commonly followed in
literature [15], [20]. We also exclude the grid within the local
market, and consider a single connection between the whole
local market and the distribution system, managed by a grid
operator. Lastly, although in practice retail electricity rates tend
to be highly regulated, different across types of distribution
customers, and varied depending on the utility provider, for the
sake of simplicity we assume that all market participants face
the same (marginal) electricity rates.

III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The mathematical formulation of the two local market models
is presented in this section. Although all notation are defined
throughout the paper, a nomenclature is provided in Appendix
A for further clarity. Note also that dual variables are listed
alongside each constraint.

A. Equilibrium Model

In Equilibrium Model, comprising (1a)–(1g), six sets of op-
timization problems (one per market participant) and the set of
sharing constraints are provided. First, we present the optimiza-
tion problem of the purely financial arbitrageur i ∈ A, who owns
no physical asset:

{
Maximize

ΞA

∑
t,s

[
λ
loc,DA
t

(
pd,DA
i,s,t −pc,DA

i,s,t

)
−pc,max,DA

i,s,t μc,DA
s,t

− pd,max,DA
i,s,t μd,DA

s,t − emax,DA
i,s,t μe,DA

s,t

]
+
∑
s

λ̃ eDA
i,s,T

+
∑
t,s,ω

πω

[
λ
loc,RT
t,ω

πω

(
pd,RTi,s,t,ω − pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)]
+
∑
s,ω

πωλ̃ eRTi,s,T,ω

(1aa)

subject to:

0 ≤ pc,DA
i,s,t ≤ pc,max,DA

i,s,t : θc,DA
i,s,t , θ

c,DA
i,s,t ∀t, s (1ab)

0 ≤ pd,DA
i,s,t ≤ pd,max,DA

i,s,t : θd,DA
i,s,t , θ

d,DA
i,s,t ∀t, s (1ac)

0 ≤ eDA
i,s,t ≤ emax,DA

i,s,t : θe,DA
i,s,t , θ

e,DA
i,s,t ∀t, s (1ad)

eDA
i,s,t = Eini

i,s + pc,DA
i,s,t η

c
s −

pd,DA
i,s,t

ηds
: γe,DA

i,s,t ∀s, t = 1 (1ae)

eDA
i,s,t = eDA

i,s,t−1 + pc,DA
i,s,t η

c
s −

pd,DA
i,s,t

ηds
: γe,DA

i,s,t ∀s, t > 1 (1af)

0 ≤
(
pc,DA
i,s,t +pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)
≤pc,max,DA

i,s,t : θc,RTi,s,t,ω, θ
c,RT
i,s,t,ω ∀t, s, ω

(1ag)

0 ≤
(
pd,DA
i,s,t +pd,RTi,s,t,ω

)
≤pd,max,DA

i,s,t : θd,RTi,s,t,ω, θ
d,RT
i,s,t,ω ∀t, s, ω

(1ah)

0 ≤ (
eDA
i,s,t + eRTi,s,t,ω

) ≤ emax,DA
i,s,t : θe,RTi,s,t,ω, θ

e,RT
i,s,t,ω ∀t, s, ω

(1ai)

eRTi,s,t,ω = pc,RTi,s,t,ωη
c
s −

pd,RTi,s,t,ω

ηds
: γe,RT

i,s,t,ω ∀s, ω, t = 1 (1aj)

eRTi,s,t,ω = eRTi,s,t−1,ω + pc,RTi,s,t,ωη
c
s −

pd,RTi,s,t,ω

ηds
: γe,RT

i,s,t,ω

∀s, ω, t > 1

}
∀i ∈ A (1ak)

where ΞA = {pc,DA
i,s,t , p

d,DA
i,s,t , eDA

i,s,t, p
c,max,DA
i,s,t , pd,max,DA

i,s,t ,

emax,DA
i,s,t , pc,RTi,s,t,ω, p

d,RT
i,s,t,ω, e

RT
i,s,t,ω} is the set of primal variables.

The arbitrageur aims to use storage resources to take advantage
of price differences over time. The access to ES is achieved
through the acquisition of PSRs.

Objective function (1aa) maximizes the profit of the arbi-
trageur. More specifically, it buys charge right pc,max,DA

i,s,t , dis-

charge right pd,max,DA
i,s,t and capacity right emax,DA

i,s,t at time t from

storage s at prices μc,DA
s,t , μd,DA

s,t and μe,DA
s,t in DA market, re-

spectively. Note that these prices are market outcomes (variables
for the equilibrium), while parameters within (1a). One should
also notice that the obtained PSRs operate as the upper bounds
for the maximum levels of charging, discharging and energy
capacity of storage s booked by the arbitrageur.

Subsequently, according to the total PSRs obtained in DA,
the arbitrageur can exploit it in both DA and RT. In DA, it
charges power pc,DA

i,s,t or discharges power pd,DA
i,s,t at local price

λ
loc,DA
t . In RT, it is able to modify the final ES (dis)charge

quantities by adjusting the charge pc,RTi,s,t,ω or discharge pd,RTi,s,t,ω

free variables at price
λ
loc,RT
t,ω

πω
. Note that

λ
loc,RT
t,ω

πω
refers to the RT

probability-adjusted local market price at time t under scenario
ω. This price is obtained by dividing each dual variable λ

loc,RT
t,ω

by its associated probability πω . This way, the DA local market
prices and the RT probability-adjusted local prices are of the
same order of magnitude [19], [21]. The local prices λ

loc,DA
t

and
λ
loc,RT
t,ω

πω
, like the PSR prices, are variables for the equilib-

rium, while paremeters within (1a). Unlike most studies where
residual energy at the end of the scheduling horizon is either kept
equal to the initial state-of-charge (SOC) or anchored within an
acceptable deviation from initial level, the concept of energy
value is used here to reflect the value of the residual energy
in ES. The residual energy has the potential to yield profits by
generating (discharging) in the following horizons. Therefore, a
price λ̃ is assigned to the final energy level (state-of-energy) of
the ES at the end of the time horizon considered, i.e., t = T to
reflect its value [22]. The resulting energy value is considered
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in the objective function. Constraints (1ab)–(1ad) impose that
the actual storage (dis)charge power and the SOC in DA are
non-negative and bounded by the corresponding PSR variables.
Storage day-ahead SOC eDA

i,s,t is calculated by (1ae)–(1af).
Parameter Eini

i,s expresses the initial SOC and ηcs, η
d
s are the

(dis)charge efficiencies for storage s. Constraints (1ag)–(1ai)
state that the adjusted storage (dis)charge power and SOC in RT
must be non-negative and respect the corresponding day-ahead
PSR variables. Finally, constraints (1aj)–(1ak) calculate the
adjusted real-time SOC eRTi,s,t,ω .

Likewise, the profit-maximization problem for each wind
producer4 i ∈ P is given by (1b) below. This market participant
does not own any ES, but it is willing through the acquisition of
PSRs to gain access to ES and increase the market value of its
renewable generation:{

Maximize
ΞP

∑
t

[
λ
loc,DA
t pg,DA

i,t +
∑
s

(
λ
loc,DA
t pd,DA

i,s,t

− pc,max,DA
i,s,t μc,DA

s,t − pd,max,DA
i,s,t μd,DA

s,t − emax,DA
i,s,t μe,DA

s,t

)]

+
∑
s

λ̃ eDA
i,s,T +

∑
t,ω

πω

[
λ
loc,RT
t,ω

πω

(
pg,RTi,t,ω +

∑
s

pd,RTi,s,t,ω

)]

+
∑
s,ω

πωλ̃ eRTi,s,T,ω (1ba)

subject to:

(1ab)–(1ak) (1bb)

0 ≤ pg,DA
i,t ≤ GDA

i,t −
∑
s

pc,DA
i,s,t : θg,DA

i,t , θ
g,DA
i,t ∀t (1bc)

0 ≤
(
pg,DA
i,t + pg,RTi,t,ω

)
≤ GRT

i,t,ω −
∑
s

(
pc,DA
i,s,t + pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)

: θg,RTi,t,ω , θ
g,RT
i,t,ω ∀t, ω

}
∀i ∈ P (1bd)

where ΞP = {pc,DA
i,s,t , p

d,DA
i,s,t , eDA

i,s,t, p
c,max,DA
i,s,t , pd,max,DA

i,s,t ,

emax,DA
i,s,t , pc,RTi,s,t,ω, p

d,RT
i,s,t,ω, e

RT
i,s,t,ω, p

g,DA
i,t , pg,RTi,t,ω } is the set of pri-

mal variables. Constraint (1bc) implies that the produced wind
power (GDA

i,t ) can either directly be sold to the grid (pg,DA
i,t )

or stored in the ES (pc,DA
i,s,t ) whose rights are being bought

in DA. Note that unlike the rest of market participants, the
charging power potential of the wind producer at every time
step is bounded not only from PSR constraints, but also from its
maximum wind production. This way, the wind producer uses
only its renewable, “cost-free” energy to charge the storage.
Constraint (1bd) enforces that the total adjusted power to be
sold to the grid (pg,DA

i,t + pg,RTi,t,ω ) in RT must be less than the
underlying wind production scenario realization minus the total

4Optimization (1b) can be extended to cover other types of intermittent
renewable energy sources, as long as a sufficient number of scenarios is selected
in order to adequately describe the underlying uncertainty, as opposed to non-
intermittent, which due to their deterministic nature can be trivially modeled.

adjusted power (pc,DA
i,s,t + pc,RTi,s,t,ω) to be charged in all ES. Note

that (1bd) implicitly allows the excessive wind power to be
spilled at no cost.

Furthermore, the cost-minimization problem for each con-
sumer i ∈ C is given by (1c). Similarly, no ES belongs to this
consumer, but it bids to buy PSRs from the storage owners:{

Minimize
ΞC

∑
t

[
− λ

loc,DA
t qDA

i,t

+
∑
s

(
pc,max,DA
i,s,t μc,DA

s,t + pd,max,DA
i,s,t μd,DA

s,t

+ emax,DA
i,s,t μe,DA

s,t

)]
−
∑
s

λ̃ eDA
i,s,T −

∑
s,ω

πωλ̃ eRTi,s,T,ω

+
∑
t,ω

πω

(
−λ

loc,RT
t,ω

πω
qRTi,t,ω + Vi p

shed
i,t,ω

)
(1ca)

subject to:

(1ab)–(1ak) (1cb)

0 ≤ pshedi,t,ω ≤ Di,t : δi,t,ω, δi,t,ω ∀t, ω (1cc)

qDA
i,t =

∑
s

(
pd,DA
i,s,t − pc,DA

i,s,t

)
−Di,t : γq,DA

i,t ∀t (1cd)

qDA
i,t + qRTi,t,ω =

∑
s

(
pd,DA
i,s,t + pd,RTi,s,t,ω − pc,DA

i,s,t − pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)

+ pshedi,t,ω −Di,t : γq,RT
i,t,ω ∀t, ω

}
∀i ∈ C (1ce)

where the set of primal variables is denoted by ΞC =
{pc,DA

i,s,t , p
d,DA
i,s,t , eDA

i,s,t, p
c,max,DA
i,s,t , pd,max,DA

i,s,t , emax,DA
i,s,t , pc,RTi,s,t,ω,

pd,RTi,s,t,ω, e
RT
i,s,t,ω, q

DA
i,t , qRTi,t,ω, p

shed
i,t,ω}. Constraint (1cc) binds the

total shedding power (pshedi,t,ω) to be non-negative and less than
or equal to the total load (Di,t). Constraint (1cd) defines
the consumer’s net energy generation qDA

i,t (if positive) and
consumption (if negative) in DA. Variable qRTi,t,ω expresses
the adjusted energy generation in RT. Parameter Vi declares
the value of lost load. Note that the total load Di,t is not
scenario-dependent and that only the net energy variables qDA

i,t ,
qRTi,t,ω are directly associated with the local electricity prices in
the objective function of the consumer.

In addition, the cost-minimization problem of each prosumer
i∈R who is willing to buy PSRs is given by (1d) below:{

Minimize
ΞR

(1ca) (1da)

subject to:

(1ab)–(1ak); (1cc) (1db)

0 ≤ pPV,DA
i,t ≤ GDA

i,t : ρDA
i,t

, ρDA
i,t ∀t (1dc)
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0 ≤ pPV,DA
i,t + pPV,RT

i,t,ω ≤ GRT
i,t,ω : ρRT

i,t,ω
, ρRTi,t,ω ∀t, ω (1dd)

qDA
i,t =

∑
s

(
pd,DA
i,s,t − pc,DA

i,s,t

)
−Di,t + pPV,DA

i,t : γq,DA
i,t ∀t

(1de)

qDA
i,t + qRTi,t,ω =

∑
s

(
pd,DA
i,s,t + pd,RTi,s,t,ω − pc,DA

i,s,t − pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)

+ pshedi,t,ω −Di,t + pPV,DA
i,t + pPV,RT

i,t,ω : γq,RT
i,t,ω ∀t, ω

}
∀i ∈ R

(1df)

where the set of primal variables is given by ΞR =
{pc,DA

i,s,t , p
d,DA
i,s,t , eDA

i,s,t, p
c,max,DA
i,s,t , pd,max,DA

i,s,t , emax,DA
i,s,t , pc,RTi,s,t,ω,

pd,RTi,s,t,ω, e
RT
i,s,t,ω, q

DA
i,t , qRTi,t,ω, p

shed
i,t,ω, p

PV,DA
i,t , pPV,RT

i,t,ω }. The pro-
sumer operates in a similar way as the consumer, but it has
access to an additional source of energy coming from its
PV installation. Variable pPV,DA

i,t expresses the utilized PV
power in DA and is bounded by its corresponding PV forecast
GDA

i,t . Variable pPV,RT
i,t,ω refers to the adjusted PV power in RT

according to each PV scenario realization.
We now provide the profit-maximization problem of a storage

owner who supplies PSRs and possesses s units of storage. This
problem is given by (1e):

Maximize
pc,ri,DA
s,t ,pd,ri,DA

s,t ,eri,DA
s,t

∑
t,s

(
pc,ri,DA
s,t μc,DA

s,t + pd,ri,DA
s,t μd,DA

s,t

+ eri,DA
s,t μe,DA

s,t

)
(1ea)

subject to:

0 ≤ pc,ri,DA
s,t ≤ P c,max

s : φc,DA
s,t

, φ
c,DA
s,t ∀t, s (1eb)

0 ≤ pd,ri,DA
s,t ≤ P d,max

s : φd,DA
s,t

, φ
d,DA
s,t ∀t, s (1ec)

0 ≤ eri,DA
s,t ≤ Emax

s : φe,DA
s,t

, φ
e,DA
s,t ∀t, s (1ed)

where pc,ri,DA
s,t , pd,ri,DA

s,t , and eri,DA
s,t are the primal variables

expressing the provided charge, discharge, and capacity PSRs,
respectively. The storage owner profits from selling the PSRs
in DA, as declared by its objective function (1ea). Note that
when the storage owner operates as a PSR supplier, its payoff
comes exclusively from selling the rights. The provided PSRs
are bounded by their corresponding maximum charge (P c,max

s ),
discharge (P d,max

s ), and capacity (Emax
s ) storage limits.

Lastly, the profit-maximization problem for the grid owner
who is indeed a spatial arbitrageur [19] is given by (1f) below:

Maximize
pflow,DA
t ,pflow,RT

t,ω

∑
t

[
pflow,DA
t

(
λDA
t − λ

loc,DA
t

)

+
∑
ω

πω pflow,RT
t,ω

(
λRT
t,ω − λ

loc,RT
t,ω

πω

)]
(1fa)

subject to:

− L ≤ pflow,DA
t ≤ L : βDA

t
, β

DA
t ∀t (1fb)

− L ≤ pflow,DA
t + pflow,RT

t,ω ≤ L : βRT
t,ω

, β
RT
t,ω ∀t, ω (1fc)

where parameter L is the capacity of the grid (equivalent to a
single line) to connect the local market to the distribution system.
Variables pflow,DA

t and pflow,RT
t,ω denote the power flow through

that line (positive if the local market transfers power to the distri-
bution system, negative if otherwise) in DA and RT, respectively.
Objective function (1fa) maximizes the profit of the grid owner. It
performs spatial arbitrage between the distribution-level market
and the local market in DA at prices λDA

t and λ
loc,DA
t , and/or in

RT at prices λRT
t,ω and λ

loc,RT
t,ω , respectively. The distribution-level

and local market prices are expected to be different when the
line is congested. More specifically, for a congested line and
positive power flow it is anticipated that λ

loc,DA
t < λDA

t , while
for a negative power flow λ

loc,DA
t > λDA

t . The same applies to
the RT electricity price.

Finally, the shared linking constraints related to PSRs, as well
as the power balance constraint are given by (1g) below:

pc,ri,DA
s,t =

∑
i∈(A∪P∪C∪R)

pc,max,DA
i,s,t : μc,DA

s,t ∀s, t (1ga)

pd,ri,DA
s,t =

∑
i∈(A∪P∪C∪R)

pd,max,DA
i,s,t : μd,DA

s,t ∀s, t (1gb)

eri,DA
s,t =

∑
i∈(A∪P∪C∪R)

emax,DA
i,s,t : μe,DA

s,t ∀s, t (1gc)

pflow,DA
t =

∑
i∈A,s

(
pd,DA
i,s,t − pc,DA

i,s,t

)
+

∑
i∈(C∪R)

qDA
i,t

+
∑
i∈P

(
pg,DA
i,t +

∑
s

pd,DA
i,s,t

)
: λ

loc,DA
t ∀t (1gd)

pflow,RT
t,ω =

∑
i∈A,s

(
pd,RTi,s,t,ω − pc,RTi,s,t,ω

)
+

∑
i∈(C∪R)

qRTi,t,ω

+
∑
i∈P

(
pg,RTi,t,ω +

∑
s

pd,RTi,s,t,ω

)
: λ

loc,RT
t,ω ∀t, ω. (1ge)

Constraints (1ga)–(1gc), that correspond to charge, discharge
and capacity rights respectively, imply that for each storage and
in each hour, the total purchased PSRs by all the players should
be equal to the total ones sold. Constraint (1gd) enforces the
power balance in DA, while (1ge) imposes such a balance in
RT. Note that the shadow prices of (1g) provide the PSR and the
DA/RT local energy prices.

The solution of the equilibrium problem can be obtained by
simultaneously solving the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) con-
ditions of all optimization problems of the players involved
together with the shared linking constraints [23]. The result-
ing models are characterized as mixed-linear complementarity
problems (MLCP) and can be solved using the PATH solver [24]
or any other MLCP solver. The optimality conditions of the
Equilibrium Model (i.e., the collection of the KKT and linking
conditions) are provided in the online Appendix [17].
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B. Equivalent Optimization Model

This is a linear optimization model in which the objective is
to minimize the local system cost in expectation. The model is
given by (2) below:

Minimize
ΞOpt−MP

∑
t

−λDA
t pflow,DA

t −
∑
i∈I,s

λ̃ eDA
i,s,T

+
∑
t,ω

πω

(
− λRT

t,ω pflow,RT
t,ω +

∑
i∈(C∪R)

Vi p
shed
i,t,ω

)

−
∑

i∈I,s,ω
πωλ̃ eRTi,s,T,ω (2a)

subject to:

(1ab)–(1ak); (1bb)–(1bd); (1cb)–(1ce); (1db)–(1df);

(1eb)–(1ed); (1fb)–(1fc); (1ga)–(1ge) (2b)

where I = {A,P, C,R}. The set of decision variables of prob-
lem (2a), i.e.,ΞOpt−MP, includes all variables stated in problems
(1a)-(1d), (1e) and (1f) of the Equilibrium Model. Furthermore,
the set of constraints stated in (2b) contains identical constraints
to the ones considered by the players in the Equilibrium Model,
as well as the same shared linking constraints.

It is straightforward to verify that the Optimization Model is
equivalent to the the Equilibrium Model. That is because the
KKTs of Equilibrium Model are identical to the KKTs of Opti-
mization Model, as described in the electronic companion [17].
The advantage of this mathematical proof is the conclusion that
instead of the Equilibrium Model, we can solve its equivalent
Optimization Model. Contrary to an equilibrium model which its
settlement requires the concurrent solution of a set of multiple
(and often numerous) linear equations, an optimization model
solves a centrally defined operational objective which usually re-
quires less computational resources, and thus it is faster to solve.
At the same time, this proof suggests that all desirable market
properties that hold in the Equilibrium Model are preserved in
the Optimization Model as well. However, we need to point out
that economic equilibrium models posed as complementarity
ones do not always have an equivalent single optimization
model, as discussed in [23]. Usually, diverse expressions of
market distortion prevent equilibrium models from achieving the
minimum social cost or being transformed to equivalent single
optimization models. These expressions may include feed-in
premium tariffs, market power, risk aversion of players, etc. [25].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the functioning of the pro-
posed PSR auction mechanism in a two-stage market setup
through the numerical evaluation of the methods presented
earlier. We examine how the storage owner’s payoff is affected
depending on its participation in the market (as arbitrageur or as
PSR provider) and we also assess the effect of this decision on
system‘s outcomes and each player’s results. We also examine
each market participant’s financial performance and their indi-
vidual interaction with the PSR provider in terms of exchanged

Fig. 1. DA forecasts for wind-PV power production and energy price.

rights. To perform this kind of analysis and for tractability
purposes, we have selected a limited number of representative
market participants in the case studies. In reality, however, the
market would consist of many more participants and scale to
more agents.

We consider three different cases in total. Case 1 consists
of eight participants: two wind producers, two consumers, two
prosumers, the storage owner, and the grid owner. Specifically,
in Case 1 the ES owner uses the storage at its own interest
participating in both DA and RT markets (as the rest of the
market participants). One can easily apprehend that in such a
format, the rest of the market participants have no access to ES
resources. Case 2 corresponds to the Optimization Model and
consists of the same participants as in Case 1 with the addition of
an extra participant, the arbitrageur (owning though no physical
asset itself). In this case, the participants (apart from the grid
owner) compete for the PSRs provided exclusively by the storage
owner in DA market. Therefore, the ES owner participates only
in DA market and its revenue comes exclusively from selling
the PSRs. The obtained results are compared with those of a
benchmark, called Base Case. In this case, storage (in either
form) is entirely excluded from the system. In all cases, a positive
payoff indicates profit, while a negative one implies the cost for
a market participant.

In all cases, the total available (dis)charge and capacity nom-
inal values remain constant for each storage type. We have
assumed two different storage types, type 1 and type 2, with type
2 having better (dis)charge efficiencies. All the cases have been
modeled assuming zero initial SOC for the ES. As input data,
Fig. 1 depicts the DA forecasts for wind and PV power produc-
tion, as well as for the distribution-level DA energy price λDA

t

for the next 24 hours. The distribution-level DA price reflects the
hourly wholesale market price [26]. All the rest technical details
and input data (storage capacities, efficiencies, RT scenarios,
etc.) related to the case studies are provided in Appendix C. In
particular, we consider 40 scenarios for in-sample analysis, and
365 scenarios for ex-post out-of-sample verification. All linear
optimization problems are solved by CPLEX/GAMS using a
usual desktop, and CPU time for different case studies varies
between 1 and 147 seconds.
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TABLE I
TOTAL EXPECTED SYSTEM COST [$] FOR ALL CASES

TABLE II
EXPECTED PAYOFF OF EACH MARKET PARTICIPANT

ACROSS ALL CASE STUDIES [$]

WP stands for wind producer, CON for consumer, PRO for prosumer, SO for storage
owner, ARB arbitrageur and GO for grid owner.

The main criterion with which the case studies evaluate the
local market model is the total expected system cost (TESC), as
given in Table I. It is interesting to note that the participation of
ES, either as regular market player (Case 1) or as PSR provider
(Case 2), decreases the total expected system cost. One might
also note that the TESC for Cases 1 and 2 are equal. It is also of
interest that the expected payoff of each individual participant
in both Cases 1 and 2 is identical (see Table II).

This is mainly due to the unlimited access to flexibility
the distribution system grants to the local market participants,
even if it is acquired at a premium price (i.e., when the line
is congested). The benefits of local flexibility which is pro-
vided by the access to storage facilities through the concept
of PSRs, would be more profound to the economic results of
the market participants if a limitation to the flexibility offered
by the distribution system was established. In addition, although
the expected payoff of each market participant is the same across
the cases, the volatility of its payoff over scenarios in the two
cases is different.

Fig. 2 breaks down the total expected payoff of a number
of players to their payoff in DA and RT. It also illustrates the
10th and 90th percentile of payoffs in RT. Several observations
emerge from the comparison of the case studies. Starting with
the storage owner (SO), one may notice that the profit ($8.33) of
the storage owner as a PSR provider (coming exclusively from
DA market in Case 2) is equal to its expected profit (−$7.43 in
DA plus $15.76 in RT, Case 1) as a regular market participant.
However, contrary to the former, completely volatility-free op-
tion, the latter engages some uncertainty coming from the RT
that involves renewables and price volatility. For example, the
10th percentile of ES owner in Fig. 2 indicates that in 10%
of all possible scenario realizations, the storage owner’s RT
revenue is less than $12.4 resulting in a significantly smaller total
expected profit compared to its certain profit from DA only in
Case 2. Considering that a player with conservative preferences
is willing to accept a profit smaller than the expected value
but with greater certainty, the PSR format is ideal for such a
player, not only because it removes all uncertainty associated
with RT, but it also delivers a total revenue upfront which is
equal to the expected one. This result is significant as it suggests
that the PSR format is more attractive for storage owners who

Fig. 2. Players’ individual expected profit/cost in Cases 1, 2 and Base
Case [$].

are reluctant to take risks associated with low profit due to the
potential realization of undesirable scenarios in RT. On the other
hand, a storage owner who requires a profit greater than the
expected value, would choose to act as a regular market player,
anticipating RT revenue higher than the 50th percentile. Finally,
less conservative storage owners who simply want to maximize
their expected value would be indifferent, since both PSR and
RT market setups would deliver the same results.

Profit volatility does not disappear from the market, it rather
passes from the storage owner to a certain category of market
participants within the PSR format. This is reflected on the
results illustrated in Table II and Fig. 2. According to Table II, the
players’ total revenue (excluding storage owner) is only slightly
modified along the case studies. However, for a specific group
of market participants (consumers and prosumers), we observe
an increase in their DA cost which is offset by anticipating a
higher RT profit. For instance, while in Base Case and Case
1 both consumers participate in DA market only, in Case 2
they also get involved in RT market. Similarly, the prosumers
increase their involvement in RT market under the PSR format,
a fact that is expressed by their raised expected profit in RT.
A common remark for both consumers and prosumers is that
their increased exposure in RT is accompanied with a concurrent
increase in their DA cost. Further analysis of the results suggests
that this increase in DA cost for the players, is mainly due to
the acquisition of ES resources through the PSRs (which are
only traded in DA) aiming to improve their RT expected cost,
either by arbitraging or by exploiting the ES residual energy.
However, not all market participants are affected by the format
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Fig. 3. Individual acquisition of charge rights (upper plot), discharge rights
(intermediate plot), capacity rights (lower plot) for market participants and their
clearing prices (ES type 1).

Fig. 4. Local market outcomes (as in Fig. 3) for ES type 2.

that storage participates in the market. The wind producers are
rather indifferent and behave similarly in all cases, regardless
the manner ES takes part in the market. Finally, the grid owner
reports a very small profit in Cases 1 and 2 and only in DA,
indicating that in RT the line is never congested.

Figs. 3 and 4 show the PSRs acquired by the market partici-
pants’ in a daily auction with the hourly market-clearing prices
for both types of storage offered. The price of an hourly allocated
auctioned right (μc,DA

s,t , μd,DA
s,t , μe,DA

s,t ) only takes a non-zero
value when the inequalities (1eb)–(1ed) are binding. A non-zero
price reflects the willingness-to-pay as expressed by the demand
bid of the marginally cleared player for a specific PSR. One may
notice a similar pattern in the demand and the price of PSRs for

TABLE III
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN OUT-OF-SAMPLE SIMULATIONS FOR

LOCAL SYSTEM COST AND INDIVIDUAL PLAYER REVENUE COMPARED

TO IN-SAMPLE ANALYSIS [%]

both storage types. The charge rights are mainly granted during
the morning hours leading to an increased provision of capacity
rights for the same period. This happens because it is essential for
players to maintain the ownership of the ES resources (through
capacity rights) they have already charged, until they decide to
fully discharge it; otherwise they might not be able to gain from
their stored energy. The discharge rights are in higher demand
mainly during the hours that it is more favourable to sell the
energy back into the grid based on the local price scheme. As
expected, the price for the capacity rights surge again during
the time periods prior discharging, as the players try to secure
their stored energy until they profit from it. Finally, the increased
provision of charge and capacity rights during the late hours of
the day is due to the players’ intention to profit from the value
of residual energy at the end of daily horizon.

The findings regarding the PSR auction (as also illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 4) provide us with two remarks. First, during the time
periods of a day where competition is low, PSRs can be granted
at zero price. Second, as we expected, the higher dis(charge)
efficiencies of ES type 2 result in higher PSR prices for this type
of storage.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the stochastic optimiza-
tion approach, we perform additional out-of-sample simulations.
Specifically, the RT market is cleared for 365 daily data vectors
(including renewable generation values and RT prices), while
the DA decisions are fixed to those obtained from stochastic
optimization. Then, we compute the actual system cost that
consists of the fixed DA system cost plus the expected system
cost obtained from the deterministic out-of-sample simulations.
The individual market participants’ revenue is calculated in a
similar way. One should note that, contrary to the stochas-
tic optimization approach where all expected RT results are
calculated based on the probability-weighted scenarios, in the
out-of-sample approach we calculate the RT results assigning a
probability equal to 1

365 to each of the 365 simulations. Table III
shows the percentage change of the total average system cost and
the individual players’ revenue in the out-of-sample approach
compared to the stochastic optimization one for all case studies.

The out-of-sample findings need to be interpreted with caution
and within the context they are obtained. First, aligned with the
in-sample analysis, the introduction of storage in the system in
either form decreases the total average system cost, as seen in
Table III. However, the revenues of market participants seem to
be affected in a diverse way. For example, the profit for WP1 is
lower in the out-of-sample approach, while the profit of WP2 is
comparatively increased. This is mainly due to the impact of each
one’s DA decisions in relation with the possible RT outcomes. It
also shows that WP2 had a relatively unpropitious DA forecast
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compared to the actual RT realizations. In addition, we notice a
zero alteration in consumers’ cost for Base Case and Case 1. The
reason is that, like in stochastic programming approach, in out-
of-sample setup the consumers do not participate in RT market
in these two cases. Therefore, their cost remained the same,
expressed only by the DA fixed decisions. The grid owner’s
profit also comes from DA only, showing thus zero change in
out-of-sample simulations.

The storage owner on the other hand, is among the market
participants with the heaviest financial losses within a specific
market format (Case 1). Indeed, the total expected profit of the
SO is almost 20% less in the out-of-sample setup compared to the
stochastic programming approach ($6.79 instead of $8.33). On
the contrary, since the profit of the SO in the PSR format (Case
2) comes exclusively from the DA market, the out-of-sample
simulations (with which only the RT market is cleared) leave
its revenue unaffected. These results indicate the potential risk
involved when the SO acts as a regular market player and not as
a PSR provider. However, one must take into account that the
findings in this work are excessively dependant on the considered
scenarios for RT in stochastic programming and also on the
quality of DA forecasts each player has. Finally, as occurred
with the case of the SO, the out-of-sample simulations resulted
in a final negative profit for the arbitrageur.

Coupled with the PSRs, passive storage extends the process
through which ES owners profit: instead of directly arbitraging
temporal price variations, they profit through the provision of
physical storage rights, whose value depends on price variations.
Storage owners who are reluctant in taking risk can beneficially
enter this process and hedge against RT price volatility. On the
other hand, risk-seeking market participants gain access to ES
resources through the PSRs anticipating a higher expected profit
in RT market. The aforementioned remarks are also supported
by the conducted out-of-sample analysis. Our proposed model
through the suggested auction design, generates PSR prices that
are intuitively clear and transparent. In addition, these prices
are equilibrium-supporting in the sense that each PSR holder
would want to follow the (dis)charge actions specified by the
PSR allocation.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a local market design where the PSRs
are allocated for a period of 24 hours based on periodical (daily)
market clearing auctions. We first prove that the initial Nash
equilibrium model can be substituted with its equivalent opti-
mization one ensuring the same desirable economic properties in
the market. The potential added value of the ES to the system is
numerically evaluated by our models and their computational
applications. Furthermore, we examine two different market
formulations under which a storage asset could participate in
DA and RT markets. We find out that the certain profit of a
storage owner in DA when acting as a PSR provider is equal
to its expected profit as a regular market participant providing a
risk-free option with the same economic return. At the same
time, the PSRs grant access to the rest market players who
can exploit it at their best interest. Additional out-of-sample

simulations are in line with the results obtained from stochastic
programming.

Future work will concentrate on the introduction of a risk
measure (e.g., the conditional value-at-risk) to quantify the
average loss for the market participants over a specified time
period of unlikely renewables and price scenarios.

APPENDIX A

NOMENCLATURE

Indices

i Index for all market players
s Index for storage units
t Index for operating hours
ω Index for renewable generation and electricity price

scenarios in real-time market

Sets

A Set of arbitrageurs with no physical storage asset
C Set of consumers with no physical storage asset
P Set of wind producers with no physical storage asset
R Set of prosumers with no physical storage asset

Parameters

Di,t Load demand of player i in hour t [kW]
Emax

s Nominal capacity of storage s [kWh]
Eini

i,s Initial energy of storage s accessed by player i
[kWh]

GDA
i,t Maximum renewable production of player i in hour

t that can be scheduled at the scheduling stage [kW]
GRT

i,t,ω Renewable production realization of player i in hour
t under scenario ω [kW]

L Line capacity [kW]
P c,max
s Maximum charge rate of storage s [kW]

P d,max
s Maximum discharge rate of storage s [kW]

Vi Value of lost load for player i [$/kWh]
λ̃ Value of storage residual energy [$/kWh]
λDA
t Forecast in day-ahead market for distribution-level

electricity price in hour t [$/kWh]
λRT
t,ω Realization in real-time market for distribution-

level electricity price in hour t under scenario ω
[$/kWh]

πω Probability of scenario ω

Primal variables (day-ahead market)

eDA
i,s,t Stored energy of storage s accessed by player i in

time t [kWh]
emax,DA
i,s,t Maximum capacity right of storage s owned by

player i in time t [kWh]
eri,DA
s,t Total capacity right offered from storage s in time

t [kWh]
pc,DA
i,s,t Charge power of storage s accessed by player i in

time t [kW]
pc,max,DA
i,s,t Maximum charge right of storage s owned by player

i in time t [kW]
pc,ri,DA
s,t Total charge right offered from storage s in time t

[kW]
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pd,DA
i,s,t Discharge power of storage s accessed by player i

in time t [kW]
pd,max,DA
i,s,t Maximum discharge right of storage s owned by

player i in time t [kW]
pd,ri,DA
s,t Total discharge right offered from storage s in time

t [kW]
pg,DA
i,t Power from wind producer i directly sold to the grid

in time t [kW]
pPV,DA
i,t Photovoltaic power utilized from prosumer i in time

t [kW]
pflow,DA
t Total power flow through distribution line in time t

[kW]
qDA
i,t Net power consumption/generation of player i in

time t [kW]

Primal variables (real-time market)

eRTi,s,t,ω Stored energy adjustment of storage s accessed by
player i in time t under scenario ω [kWh]

pc,RTi,s,t,ω Charge power adjustment of storage s accessed by
player i in time t under scenario ω [kW]

pd,RTi,s,t,ω Discharge power adjustment of storage s accessed
by player i in time t under scenario ω [kW]

pg,RTi,t,ω Power adjustment from wind producer i directly
sold to the grid in time t under scenario ω [kW]

pPV,RT
i,t,ω Photovoltaic power adjustment utilized from pro-

sumer i in time t under scenario ω [kW]
pflow,RT
t,ω Total power flow adjustment through distribution

line in time t under scenario ω [kW]
pshedi,t,ω Shed power of player i in time t under scenario ω

[kW]
qRTi,t,ω Net power consumption/generation adjustment of

player i in time t under scenario ω [kW]

Dual variables

μc,DA
s,t Day-ahead price of charge right offered by storage

s in time t [$/kW]
μd,DA
s,t Day-ahead price of discharge right offered by stor-

age s in time t [$/kW]
μe,DA
s,t Day-ahead price of capacity right offered by storage

s in time t [$/kWh]
λ
loc,DA
t Local market day-ahead price in time t [$/kWh]

λ
loc,RT
t,ω Probability-weighted local market real-time price

in time t under scenario ω [$/kWh]

APPENDIX B
REVENUE ADEQUACY

This Appendix proves that the Equilibrium Model is revenue-
adequate. To this purpose, at the optimal solution, we multiply
each expression within the physical storage rights equalities
(1ga)–(1gc) byμc,DA

s,t ,μd,DA
s,t , andμe,DA

s,t , respectively. Similarly,
all expressions within the power flow equalities (1gd) and (1ge)
are multiplied by λ

loc,DA
t and λ

loc,RT
t,ω at the optimal solution,

respectively. Afterwards, we sum all the obtained equalities, i.e.

∑
s

(
pc,ri,DA∗
s,t μc,DA∗

s,t + pd,ri,DA∗
s,t μd,DA∗

s,t + eri,DA∗
s,t μe,DA∗

s,t

)

TABLE IV
PARAMETER VALUES

+ pflow,DA∗
t λ

loc,DA∗
t +

∑
ω

pflow,RT∗
t,ω λ

loc,RT∗
t,ω

=
∑
i∈I,s

(
pc,max,DA∗
i,s,t μc,DA∗

s,t + pd,max,DA∗
i,s,t μd,DA∗

s,t

+ emax,DA∗
i,s,t μe,DA∗

s,t

)
+

∑
i∈A,s

[(
pd,DA∗
i,s,t − pc,DA∗

i,s,t

)
λ
loc,DA∗
t

]

+
∑
i∈P

[(
pg,DA∗
i,t +

∑
s

pd,DA∗
i,s,t

)
λ
loc,DA∗
t

]

+
∑

i∈(C∪R)

qDA∗
i,t λ

loc,DA∗
t

+
∑

i∈A,s,ω

[(
pd,RT∗
i,s,t,ω − pc,RT∗

i,s,t,ω

)
λ
loc,RT∗
t,ω

]

+
∑

i∈(C∪R),ω

qDA∗
i,t,ω λ

loc,RT∗
t,ω

+
∑
i∈P,ω

[(
pg,RT∗
i,t,ω +

∑
s

pd,RT∗
i,s,t,ω

)
λ
loc,RT∗
t,ω

]
∀t (3)

where superscript * stands for the optimal values.
According to (3), the total payment of the players for their

obtained physical storage rights and the their purchased energy
to the market operator for DA and RT, i.e., the right-hand
side, equals to the total payment of the market operator to the
physical storage rights supplier and to the grid owner. There-
fore, the market operator never incurs a financial deficit, i.e.,
the market is revenue-adequate. Similarly, we can prove the
revenue-adequacy for Optimization Model.

APPENDIX C
PARAMETERS AND TECHNICAL DATA FOR THE CASE STUDIES

We provide here the technical data and the parameter values
used in the case studies in Section IV of the main paper. Ta-
ble IV provides the storage (dis)charge efficiencies, the nominal
(dis)charge and capacity rates, the value of lost load, as well as
the remaining parameters used in the case studies.

Fig. 5 illustrates the 40 scenarios for production (wind and
PV) and energy price (RT), which were generated from histor-
ical time series. Specifically, the PV production is a source of
uncertainty related with the prosumers. One should notice that
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Fig. 5. The 40 scenarios for wind-PV power production and energy price used
in the in-sample analysis.

Fig. 6. The 365 daily profiles used in the out-of-sample simulations.

the scenarios are not equiprobable but probability-weighted. The
scenarios and their probabilities form a discrete approximation
of the probability distribution of the data process.

In this work, we used a scenario reduction technique based on
the study of Growe-Kuska et al. [27]. Specifically, we used this
technique to aggregate all five sources of uncertainty into one.
That is, a discrete probability has been assigned to each one of
the 40 scenarios. Every scenario comprises five 24-hour vectors
where each vector corresponds to a specific profile (two vector
profiles for wind, two for PV production, and one for the price).

The data used for the out-of-sample simulations are presented
in Fig. 6. Specifically, the RT market is cleared for each one of the
365 data vectors (including renewable generation values and RT
prices) keeping fixed the DA values obtained from the in-sample
analysis in stochastic optimization.
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